DESIGN dilemma

tiny house movement

trades square footage for financial & personal freedom
by Karen LeBlanc

Across Central Florida, the less-is-more lifestyle is
catching on with custom tiny homes.
INES SOTO AND HUBERT NIEVA ARE

the west side of Lake Okeechobee. It’s

CHILDHOOD FRIENDS WHO SHARE A
TINY HOME IN DEBARY. Their 362-

basically in the middle of nowhere. I chose

square-foot home has two lofts on opposite

being out in the country,” says Paul, whose

sides built by Longwood tiny homebuilder

primary residence is in Fort Lauderdale.

this area because of its remoteness. I love

Cornerstone Tiny Homes. The modified

A tiny house or micro house is typically

Fontana model is the company’s most

500 to 550 square feet but anything fewer

popular with wood-stained siding and

than 1,000 square feet qualifies. The tiny

designer finishes.

house movement is a cultural shift toward

As tiny homeowners, they are part of a

this type of socially conscious living and

growing lifestyle movement to downsize

the less-is-more lifestyle. People are

and simplify by shedding stuff and square

embracing smaller homes by choice, cre-

footage. “In recent years, we have become

ating a demand for architects, designers

conscientious about the environment and

and builders who specialize in creating

making our footprint smaller. Economi-

tiny homes and the flexible furniture pieces

cally, a tiny house made sense because we

that go in them.
In Central Florida, Cornerstone Tiny

want to live a stress-free life,” Ines says.
The roommates’ tiny home features a

Homes is one of the first homebuilders to

cypress siding exterior, two lofts — the

specialize in this emerging industry. “It’s

main loft with a sunk-in queen bed with

definitely a movement not a fad,” says

floor storage, a skylight and two huge win-

Brett Hiltbrand, licensed design/build

dows, and a second loft to accommodate a

contractor and owner of Cornerstone

full-size bed — a walk-through mosaic tile

dark wood floor, dark brown window

Tiny Homes, along with his wife, interior

shower; kitchen with granite counters

frames), and a modern-styled interior,”

designer Kim Hiltbrand. The company

and stainless steel appliances; multitask-

Ines says.

builds micro houses on wheels at its facil-

ing built-ins such as a flip-up workspace

Paul Henz lives the tiny home lifestyle

that doubles as an eating area; and plenty

on the weekends in his 288-square-foot

“After our first tiny home build, we

of hidden storage. Other designer upgrades

modern home, clad in color-blocked blue,

started to really understand the movement

include a backlit wine rack. The friends

green and white. The modified Fontana

and the motivation of people wanting to

watched TV shows about tiny houses and

model, also built by Cornerstone Tiny

go tiny. By simplifying people’s lives, we

followed blogs for design inspiration. “We

Homes, sits in an RV park in Palmdale,

could actually give them the time to pur-

wanted clean lines, two tones, (white walls,

Florida. “It’s in South/Central Florida on

sue their passions instead of being tied to
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ity in Longwood.
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a house payment and the upkeep,” Brett

have a better

says.

quality of life

The company builds both high-end and

without all the

affordable micro homes using licensed

things. I think

trades to do all electrical, plumbing, HVAC

people are tired

and roofing work. “Our customers tend to

of living pay-

upgrade more than they would in a full-

check to pay-

sized home because they can afford it

check. It’s very

using smaller remnants of high quality

freeing to rid

materials such as granite,” he explains.

yourself of the large mortgage payments

homes. “We were forced to live far from

The Hiltbrands believe the tiny house

along with the high utility bills associated

our jobs and friends due to the lack of

movement has the potential to foster the

with said home. It leaves more financial

communities that accept tiny homes in

next generation of creative minds — artists,

resources to enjoy life. It allows people to

Central Florida,” says Ines, who commutes

musicians and authors. “This is why our

travel more, save more money for retire-

to Orlando for work.

models are named after explorers and art-

ment, and to not have a huge financial

ists. We actually have a model indirectly

debt hanging around their necks.”

named after Frank Zappa,” he adds.

State and local governments are slow
to recognize this growing lifestyle move-

As roommates living in close quarters,

ment with proper zoning laws that allow

“I definitely see the tiny house move-

Ines and Hubert admit the biggest chal-

tiny homes. Most municipal building and

ment gaining traction,” Paul Henz says.

lenge is not limited space but rather the

zoning codes require a tiny home to have

“People are starting to realize that they can

limited communities that permit tiny

wheels. In Seminole County, the smallest
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allowable house size zoned as R-1 (permis-

slabs within neighborhoods and without

ing the Florida Coalition for Affordable

sible to locate in a neighborhood for single

the required wheels.

Housing and several veteran’s agencies to

family residences) is 700 square feet.

“We are designing a new product that

help provide homeownership to people in

Proponents of tiny homes want these

could change the way cities, counties and

need. Cornerstone Tiny Homes is also

smaller dwellings to become zoned as

states view tiny homes,” says Brett, who

working with local counties to make these

primary, permanent residences, built on

works with nonprofit organizations includ-

changes and is teaming up with Seminole
State College and its construction department during the 2016 spring semester to
design and build a code-compliant tiny
home at the company’s Longwood facility.
If the tiny home lifestyle sounds
appealing, there are several important
considerations before deciding to downsize your living space. “We totally support
the do-it-yourself movement within the
tiny house movement but make sure
you’re prepared and capable of building and
finishing a tiny home before starting
down that path,” advises Brett, whose
company is a RVIA (Recreational Vehicle
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Industry Association) certified builder of

category of flexible furniture is entering

tiny homes.

the market, designed to help maximize

RVIA certification ensures that your

living space. At the Dwell on Design show

tiny house on wheels is up to recreational

in New York City, I saw these flexible fur-

vehicle building codes and is safe for habi-

niture pieces in action in a micro suite by

tation. “Without the certification, you may

Resource Furniture that was 240 square

have a hard time finding insurance for

feet but functioned twice its size. A sofa-

your tiny home,” Paul Henz warns.

wall bed system, a coffee table that dou-

Storage is another important consider-

bled as a desk, and a media system with

ation in the design and construction of a

hidden storage for chairs and a dining

tiny home. “Consider under-floor storage

table were just some of the cleverly engi-

options or maybe a storage loft. Some

neered pieces designed to help us live

builders offer a ‘bump-out’ over the hitch

large in limited space.

end that can be used for either indoor or
outdoor storage,” Paul says.

The antithesis of the McMansion and a
possible antidote to environmental stresses

Living with less and in smaller spaces

and housing and space shortages, the tiny

is definitely not for everyone, but it’s an

home movement holds great promise to

interesting exercise to think about — what

improve quality of life with small thinking.

you can and can’t live without. In response

For more information, check out ameri-

to this growing lifestyle trend, a new

cantinyhouseassociation.org.
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